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Federal surface transportation policy is in disarray, having suffered from a chronic lack of vision since the first surface transportation reauthorization following the completion of the Interstate Highway System in 1991. Recent actions, such as the failure to keep spending in check with revenues, have compounded the problems, forcing states, regional authorities, counties, and municipalities to fund an increasing share of highway maintenance and construction.

Meanwhile, congressional debate over multiyear reauthorization of federal surface transportation programs has reached an impasse. As the Senate and House offer irreconcilably different legislative proposals regarding length, funding, and revenue collection, inadequate revenue and excessive spending have pushed the Highway Trust Fund to the brink of insolvency.

The Highway Trust Fund’s highway account (a separate mass transit account also exists) is expected to be unable to meet its outlay obligations by early Fiscal Year 2013, according to 2011 estimates from the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office. This is not to say the trust fund will incur negative balances, which is forbidden under current law. Rather, when projected revenue is expected to fall short of outlays, the U.S. Secretary of Transportation must begin rationing funds to the states. If projects are delayed due to unpredictable funding, construction costs will naturally balloon because of the costs associated with getting labor, equipment, and materials back in place.

The federal government’s highway outlays are paid for primarily through revenue raised from federal excise taxes on gasoline and diesel fuel. These accounted for nearly 90 percent of total Highway Trust Fund revenue in FY 2011. Projected highway account outlays exceeded projected revenue by 15 percent, but leftover funds from previous years kept the programs operating.
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Over the past few years, every state and the District of Columbia receive more in federal highway funding than the various federal excise taxes on highway activities within the state generated, according to the Government Accountability Office. During FY 2005–2009, the funding return on highway taxes ranged from $1.03 for every dollar collected in Texas to $5.85 in Washington, D.C. Massachusetts, on the low end of the scale, received $1.17 for every dollar collected.

While the vast majority of Massachusetts highway funding comes from non-federal sources, if all highway funding responsibility were to be devolved to the states—as a growing number of fiscal conservatives in Congress advocate—additional revenue must be found. This issue brief examines the current funding realities and offers several potential mechanisms that could be used in Massachusetts to close the funding gap under a devolution scenario.

However, there is a way forward. Maintaining the “user-pays/user-benefits” funding principle should be of the utmost importance to transportation policy makers seeking to address the nation’s growing transportation challenges. User-pays offers a number of advantages over general revenue funding:

1. **Fairness**: Highway users benefit from the improvements their user taxes or fees generate.
2. **Proportionality**: Users who drive more pay more. Users who impose disproportionate costs, such as heavy trucks, are charged more.
3. **Funding Predictability**: Highway use and therefore highway user revenues do not fluctuate wildly in the short-run.
4. **Signaling Investment**: Revenue roughly tracks use, which provides policy makers with an important signal as to how much infrastructure investment is needed to maintain a desired level of efficiency.

New technologies can help create novel approaches to transportation funding. To get there, we also need to turn away from existing failed policies.

**The Increasingly Inadequate Gas Tax.** Much of the funding gap—at least at the federal level—from user-based fuel taxes can be attributed to costs associated with construction increasing at rates greater than corresponding tax rates. Therefore, the increasing inadequacy of fuel taxes as highway-user revenue sources is a long-term problem that must be addressed.

Consumer preferences and federal regulation, namely the Corporate Average Fuel Economy program, are driving more fuel efficient vehicle designs. While this may reduce air pollution externalities, it will have little to no impact on other external costs associated with vehicle use, such as congestion and infrastructure damage. This creates two long-term issues that are troubling to transportation policy makers: 1) Virtually all taxes on fuel are collected on a fixed per gallon basis, so revenue raised per vehicle mile traveled (VMT) will fall as the U.S. vehicle fleet becomes more fuel efficient; and 2) newer vehicles will be most fuel efficient, so wealthier individuals who can more easily afford them will incur fewer charges associated with the cost of their use—thus, the burden of fuel taxes will likely shift toward lower-income drivers of older, less fuel efficient vehicles.
With the future of the fuel tax plagued by efficiency and equity problems, the purpose of maintaining such a revenue collection mechanism should be revisited. As of 2008, only 49 percent of total revenue for highways in Massachusetts was collected from users (from federal and state fuel taxes, vehicle taxes, and tolls). The remainder primarily comes from non-user state taxes and bonds.

Massachusetts ranks 29th for highest fuel taxes in the nation—and the taxes keep on rising. As of January 1, 2012, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts imposed fuel taxes of 23.5 cents per gallon for both gasoline and diesel, making no attempt to charge more to heavy trucks. Future capital improvements and current deferred highway maintenance will require further and significant fuel tax increases if fuel taxes are to continue to provide their present share of total revenue for highway projects. Political realities, however, render these tax increases difficult or nearly impossible (assuming raising fuel taxes to fund improvements is desirable when compared to other alternatives—a dubious proposition at best).

Compounding the fiscal difficulties of continuing highway funding through fuel taxes, VMT are no longer increasing at historical rates—due in part to vehicle saturation, congestion, fuel prices, and demographic and population changes—while the vehicle fleet is growing increasingly fuel efficient. Further complicating matters, a greater proportion of total vehicle registrations and VMT now belongs to heavy trucks, which do a disproportionate amount of damage to roads.

The long-held assumption that highway users will continue to pay at the pump for the costs associated with their highway activities is becoming ever more tenuous. The importance of maintaining the “user-pays/user-benefits” funding principle justifies transitioning to other user-based revenue collection mechanisms.

**Expanding User-Pays through Technology.** The ongoing breakdown of the link established by fuel taxes between highway use and highway-user revenue presents an opportunity as well as a challenge. Fuel taxes are a poor proxy for true user charges, but the superior...
alternative—tolling—was for many years a disfavored form of revenue collection. However, today it appears that many past criticisms of tolling, such as queuing at toll plazas, no longer hold due to technological improvements.

Modern electronic tolling can eliminate the congestion and reduced speeds that became commonplace at human-staffed toll plazas. With current technology (not all of it widely deployed), a driver can install on his vehicle a low-priced transponder that automatically charges the driver’s pre-paid account or credit card for highway use. The Massachusetts FAST LANE program is a good example of this technology in action. If the driver’s vehicle lacks a transponder or his account balance is insufficient, license plate scanners identify the vehicle and the turnpike authority will send the owner a bill for the toll plus a penalty. Furthermore, electronic tolling makes it quite easy to implement a variable rate structure to better price road use under different traffic conditions to ensure that a desired level of vehicle throughput—the number of vehicles moved through a corridor in a given period of time—is consistently achieved. This is known as congestion pricing or value pricing.

Massachusetts, like many other states, has already implemented electronic tolling systems on its turnpike. In 2009, the Massachusetts Department of Transportation’s (MassDOT) electronic tolling network handled 66.7 percent of total toll transactions and raised 65.9 percent of total turnpike revenue. In 2010, 69.3 percent of transactions and 68.5 percent of collected revenue were processed electronically. By 2011, those figures had increased to 71 percent and 70.2 percent, respectively. Moving to an electronic-only system would arguably be superior, but phasing in electronic tolling while retaining manual toll collection has been largely successful in Massachusetts.

Another high-tech method of charging highway users for the costs of their activities is VMT taxation, which is currently being considered by transportation policy makers. This typically involves requiring vehicle owners to install Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers that track not only total vehicle miles traveled, but which roadways were used at which times of day (a cellular network triangulation system could also be deployed). This would allow for variable pricing much like tolls, except that all roads would presumably be covered under such a scheme.

Critics of VMT taxes argue that the technology is error-prone and subjects drivers to additional privacy risks and potential double-taxation if fuel taxes are to remain in place. Government mandates regarding location data deserve serious scrutiny, but a properly designed system need not sacrifice user privacy. It has been demonstrated that GPS location information can be appropriately segregated from the information provided during the payment transaction. For instance, in Oregon’s VMT tax pilot program, real-time location or travel history was never transmitted. Rather, users were assessed charges at the pump based on the zones and times in which they traveled that were stored by the onboard device.

Technological limitations that reduce accuracy, particularly in dense urban areas, and phase-in challenges such as double-taxation are still of some concern, but solutions are being developed. However, the movement toward the market provision of roads would be dealt a major setback as
concession projects would likely be forbidden from independently collecting revenue through tolling if VMT taxes are in place, which would reduce their general appeal.

**Innovative Facilities Management Practices and Reforming MassDOT.** Tolling in many respects remains the most attractive option and it is not limited to traditional turnpikes. Across the country, high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes on highways are being converted to high-occupancy toll (HOT) lanes with much success. After HOV lanes became popular with policy makers in the 1980s and 1990s, it quickly became apparent that ridesharing is not popular enough to justify dedicating significant capacity exclusively for multi-passenger private vehicles and buses. As a result, HOV lanes will not likely achieve their congestion mitigation targets. HOT lanes price away the excess capacity by charging drivers a toll for the privilege of achieving faster average speeds than often congested general purpose (GP) lanes, which reduces congestion and improves speeds in the GP lanes as well.

Both the I-93 North and I-93 Southeast Expressway HOV lanes in the Boston metropolitan area should be converted to HOT lanes and integrated with the FAST LANE system. While the I-93 Southeast Expressway HOV lanes provided a 116.5-percent increase in hourly passenger throughput relative to the GP lanes in 2010, the I-93 North lanes provided only a 22.6-percent increase, which suggests significant underutilization.

Robert Poole, director of transportation studies at the Reason Foundation, helped create and popularize the HOT lane and later HOT network concepts. HOT networks are linked HOT lane systems designed to connect entire urban areas with premium toll lanes that can also support Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) service. Poole’s latest tolling innovation is the “managed arterial.” Arterial roads are typically six or more lanes punctuated by signaled intersections. To address reduced speeds and congestion caused by traffic queuing at signalized intersections, Poole proposes creating tolled underpasses and overpasses that bypass the intersections altogether. This would improve traffic flows not only for premium-paying private automobiles and BRT service, but for GP lane users as well.

To minimize waste and best align the incentives of facility managers with those of facility users, tolling authorities should remain independent of regional and state governments and be financially self-sufficient. This includes keeping revenue segregated and within the facilities and preferably leasing turnpikes to private-sector partners. In 2007, Massachusetts ranked dead last in turnpike efficiency as measured by the “cost-take”—the fraction of toll revenues used to cover operating and maintenance costs. With a cost-take of 79 percent, Massachusetts sets itself apart from the rest of the nation, with second to last West Virginia coming in at 64.5 percent and the national average being 42.6 percent. In contrast, the average cost-take of private toll road concessionaires was 27.6 percent. Were the Massachusetts turnpike operated in a more efficient manner, capital improvements could be made and debt related the Central Artery project could be more quickly retired—and done without toll increases.

Tolling facilities are best built and managed by private firms under concession agreements. These firms have a strong incentive to control costs and can access private capital markets for project financing, which shifts fiscal burdens and project risk away from taxpayers and toward
the private concessionaires. A number of states, particularly Virginia, have enjoyed great success with public-private partnerships and there is little reason to believe Massachusetts is incapable of joining them. Lawmakers in the Commonwealth should immediately begin work on public-private partnership authorizing legislation, using Virginia’s law as a model.

If widely implemented, tolling “free” roads and new roads and better management of existing tolling facilities can help close the funding gap if Congress were to devolve the remaining federal surface transportation fiscal responsibilities to the states. However, the transformation of Massachusetts transportation policy should not end there.

Governor Deval Patrick’s 2009 consolidation of a number of transportation entities into the new MassDOT was a flawed and grandiose reaction to very serious issues. True reform is now in fact less likely because the larger department will have more flexibility in cross-subsidizing various programs, shielding wasteful projects from fiscal realities.

MassDOT consolidation was driven in part by the dire financial position that had plagued Boston-area transit provider Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) for years. The complete failure of MBTA’s 2000 Forward Funding Financial Plan underscores this. Virtually every cost was underestimated and benefit overestimated. Fare box collections accounted for 28.3 percent of total revenue in FY 2010, slightly below the national average of 32.1 percent. Much like highways, relying on non-transit-user revenue to fund transit improvements runs serious financial risks. Dedicated sales tax revenue, which makes up the largest component of MBTA funding, grew at one-third the rate initially projected for 2000–2009. The MassDOT consolidation has neither improved MBTA’s fiscal position nor addressed any of the core problems facing the transit agency.

Politics usually trump efficiency, so minimizing political interference in the transportation sector is imperative to achieving socially desirable outcomes. Decentralization, concessions, and adhering to the user-pays/user-benefits principle is the only sensible market-oriented, fiscally conservative path forward for transportation in Massachusetts.

**Conclusion.** There is much to be done in this area in terms of additional research, but the themes discussed above offer a new vision for Massachusetts’ surface transportation system. While the current Congress is unlikely to devolve all federal funding responsibility to the states, it appears likely that revenues and expenditures will remain flat or decrease in real terms. In practice, this acts as a form of devolution as aging infrastructure across the country must soon be replaced. That means state, regional, and local governments will bear an increasing share of this funding responsibility.

In the transportation realm, Massachusetts has often lagged behind other states—and, indeed, most states—in adopting innovative technologies, practices, and institutions. Adopting some or all of the suggestions in this brief will go a long way toward improving Massachusetts’ standing among the states while greatly enhancing mobility for residents and businesses.
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